
24.7 Review
24.7.1 Key knowledge summary
Entrepreneurial behaviours• Enterprising behaviours are exhibited in people who are: creative, inquiring, innovative, risk-taking,

good at problem solving, and willing to try new ways of doing things and accepting the consequences
if they fail.• Businesses are increasingly looking to employ people who display enterprising behaviours.• A person who is willing to take a risk and has the qualities required to turn an idea into a successful
business is called an entrepreneur.• Being entrepreneurial involves a range of skills such as:• identifying innovative ideas and acting on them• networking with people who may be able to assist• solving problems creatively and collaboratively• assuming the risk of implementing an idea and accepting possible failure• vision skills.• Travis Kalanick and Garrett Camp (co-founders of transport company, Uber) have revolutionised the
way that consumers and producers interact.

Famous entrepreneurs• In establishing Rip Curl, Brian Singer and Doug Warbrick relied on their knowledge of the surfing
world and a willingness to interact with customers.• Fred DeLuca demonstrated enterprising behaviours from a very young age and went on to create
global business Subway, which now has over 44 000 outlets in over 110 countries.

Encouraging entrepreneurial behaviours within businesses
Strategies that businesses can use to encourage entrepreneurial behaviours include:• encouraging a culture of innovation• employee time• decentralisation of decision-making• training and development• rewards.

24.7.2 Reflection
Complete the following to reflect on your learning.

24.7 ACTIVITIES
Revisit the inquiry question posed in the Overview:
Having a great idea to help your business is one thing, but is it worth taking the risk of trying it out?

1. Now that you have completed this topic, what is your view on the question? Discuss with a partner. Has
your learning in this topic changed your view? If so, how?

2. Write a paragraph in response to the inquiry question outlining your views.
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KEY TERMS
enterprising behaviours behaviours which an enterprising individual will possess, including being creative,
inquisitive, innovative, imaginative and good at problem solving
entrepreneurs people who have an innovative idea, and from this start their own business
intrapreneur an employee of a business who demonstrates the qualities and skills of an entrepreneur
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